
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

They should be planted about six inches apart, and after the first year be
removed to their proper situation; and they will bear fruit in the
______________ year.

1.

(followed/following)

As the nest was but five feet from the ground, within reach, and as I called
there nearly every day, it is not ______________ that the old bird tolled the
young from the nest as soon as they were able to fly.

2.

(surprised/surprising)

Mary was very much ______________ with him.3. (pleased/pleasing)

The Chief Justice of the ______________ States, without any necessity or
occasion, volunteered to come to the rescue of the theory of slavery; and
from his court there lay no appeal but to the bar of humanity and history.

4.

(united/uniting)

Everybody stared breathlessly at the Duke, who was very much
______________, and looked as if he would like to run away.
5.

(startled/startling)

The twins were as much ______________ as Fred had been when Jack
mentioned what was in his mind.
6.

(surprised/surprising)

He soon became ______________ that it must have been Tom.7.
(convinced/convincing)

And there his pale- ______________ phantom loves to rove M. C.8.
(eyed/eyeing)

The first shock of the adventure having passed, it was ______________ to
see with what rapidity the Howe sisters increased the warmth of their
welcome.

9.

(amazed/amazing)

It is ______________ to note that this alliance was formed when the three
young artists were looking over a book of engravings of the frescoes in the
Campo Santo at Pisa.

10.

(interested/interesting)
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Dick felt in his pocket, and was ______________ to find that he had a
two-shilling-piece tucked away in a corner.
11.

(delighted/delighting)

In turning over the pages of old authors, it is ______________ to note
how the mountains of our primitive ancestors have become mole-hills in the
hands of the present generation!

12.

(amused/amusing)

And here let me record a strange feature of the life of this land, which,
although one that I soon became ______________ to, had a most singular
aspect to my eyes on first acquaintance.

13.

(accustomed/accustoming)

In the ______________ year, or perhaps later, he crossed over to France
and studied at the university of Paris, then the centre of intellectual life in
Europe.

14.

(followed/following)

It is not ______________ that she was disposed to cultivate the society of
those who could blend piety with cheerfulness, and with whom she might be
on friendly terms without ceremony.

15.

(surprised/surprising)

She was almost as tall as he, white- ______________ and very straight.16.
(skinned/skinning)

They attempted a night attack, and as they were quite ignorant of the
locality, it is not ______________ that they fell into the very trap they thought
to set for their opponents.

17.

(surprised/surprising)

It seems that they had sat, each in his room, hour after hour, hearing
nothing, very much ______________, and disappointed.
18.

(bored/boring)

I'm ______________ of this room and the little society I see, and I long for
the great world.
19.

(tired/tiring)

Britain was the first manufacturing country in the world, and was more
able, than any other, to supply an assortment of those articles which were
required in the ______________ States.

20.

(united/uniting)
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